Job Title: ?
Item #: 14816
# of Colors: X - NLV / UVGL / Organic
Artist: XX
Notes: Background to show white only.
Date: x/xxxx

PMS COLORS: Production items may be slightly different.

Please Note: NLV colors are for internal use only.
Be aware our registration tolerance can shift from 0 to 1/16".

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW!
Our goal is to deliver the highest quality possible, but we need your help to make this happen.
So, take a couple of minutes to review this proof for:
- Artwork placement
- Color selection
- Correct spelling
If everything is correct, return this proof with your approval. Because without your approval, we can’t release artwork for production.

Couple of notes:
All computer monitors show colors differently; final print colors will vary.
We do our best to match PMS colors, but due to the materials and processes, colors may vary.
Capacity measurements are estimates.
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